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1. YAUG Collider Detector Program

R.K. Adalr_ J. Bao_ H. Kasha, K. Ohl_ M.P. Schmidt

1.1 Technical Progress in Second Year (November 1, 1992 to Oc-
tober 31_ 1993)

1.1.1 General Overview

As anticipated in last year's report, the Yale collider detector group has devoted

most of its energies and resources to the successful operation of CDF during the
1992-1993 Tevatron collider run, and to preparations for a significant upgrade of
the detector.

The Yale CDF group has maintained the staffing profile expected in the grant

proposal and in keeping with Yale's commitments to CDF. The group has two
postdocs working full time on CDF: Karen Ohl, who received her degree for work

on E-845 at Brookhaven, and Jay Bao, who arrived in April 1992 after completing

his degree at Johns Hopkins on the L3 experiment at LEP. Three Yale graduate
students are working towards doctoral degrees on CDF: l_andal Hans and Intae Yu,
who will both be in their fifth year, and Stephen Pappas, who will be in his third

year. The efforts of the group are directed by Michael Schmidt and Henry Kasha,

and receive crucial technical support from A1 Wandersee.

Yale has responsibility for a crucial piece of the CDF trigger/data acquisition hard-
ware, known as the "final decision logic", for the 1992-1993 and 1993-1994 Tevatron

collider running periods. The group is also responsible for the upgrade of the CDF
Trigger System Interface, this is the electronics which controls the synchronization

between the trigger systems and the data acquisition systems. This is part of a
major overall CDF upgrade that will be required when the Tevatron collider opera-

tion changes from 6 to 36 (p,/5) bunch operation. Significant changes in the design
specifications of the front-end electronics for the upgrade have required a reworking

of the specifications for the Trigger System Interface.

The group has also begun to analyze data from the 1992-1993 collider run_ focusing

YAUG Collider Detector Program
3
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on production and decay dynamics of B mesons. Further details on the activities of
the group are given below.

The final analysis of data from Brookhaven AGS Experiment 845 has also been

completed this year. Mark Vagins is the final graduate student to obtain a degree
from work on E-845. ltis dissertation on the observation and measurement of the

branching ratio for the double Dalitz decay KL--4 e+e-e+e- is expected to be

completed in the summer of 1993. The results of his analysis have been submitted

to Physical Review Letters and accepted for publication. The final result based on

the observation of 6 events with negligible background is BR(K_) _ e+e-e+e -) =
(3.07 4- 1.25 4- 0.26) × 10 -8.

Yale has continued in its participation in the planning for experiments at the SSC.
Bob Adair has continued in his advisory capacity within GEM, and has taken on

a leadership role as chair of the SSC user's organization, ttenry Kasha has contin-

ued his simulation efforts (using MODSIM software) relevant to the design of the
trigger/data acquisition systems at the SSC.

1.1.2 Progress on CDF

Yale has been involved in three major activities in the past year:

1.1.2.1 Recommissioning and maintenance of the CDF Trigger System Interface

The CDF trigger/data acquisition system was designed to allow the selection of rel-

atively rare and interesting events (1 in 105 or less) from collisions at the Tevatron
_- collider (see E. Barsotti, et al., NIM A269, 82 (1988) and D. Amidei, et al., NIM

A269, 51 (1988)). The CDF Trigger System Interface is responsible for the coordi-
nation of the multi-level trigger logic (Levels 1 and 2) and control of the flow of data

from the front-end data acquisition electronics to the online processor farm (Level
3). The Trigger System Interface also provides the capability of partitioning the

detector readout electronics for diagnostic and test purposes. The present Trigger

System Interface includes several distinct devices (called the final decision logic, the
clear & strobe and done crosspoints, the trigger supervisor, and the live-time and

dead-time generators) that reside on Fastbus.

: The Yale group has specific responsibility for the final decision logic (also known
as FRED) for the 1992-1993 running period. FRED contains the electronics for
making the global Level 1 and Level 2 trigger decisions based on inputs from the

YAUG Collider Detector Program
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diverse elements of the trigger system. FI_ED consists of several Fastbus boards:

the controller, the partition boards (used for physics triggers), and the Autonomous

FI_ED (AFI_ED) partitions (used for various calibration triggers). These are crucial
components of the Trigger System Interface; without them functioning reliably CDF

would be unable to take data. These Fastbus boards also determine important scaler
information for the experiment, including live time and individual trigger rates.

An electronics lab was established at Yale in order for the group to effectively

contribute to the recommissioning and operation of CDF. A diagnostic/test station
was set up at Yale consisting of a Fastbus crate with an interface to a VAX 3200

workstation. A logic analyzer (HP10000 series) was also obtained in order to test
and debug these devices without requiring access to the full CDF data acquisition
system.

An Apollo/ttewlett-Packard (Model 425t, Series 9000) platform was setup at Yale to
run Mentor Graphics. The Mentor Graphics system has been used to create a multi-

layer printed circuit board (PCB) version of the FRED controller. In previous CDF
runs, this board was a wire wrapped Fastbus module. An updated PCB version

and spares were required for increased reliability. Four boards were built and tested,
three for use at CDF and one for the test station at Yale. There are now also four

spare partition boards at FNAL, in addition to the four boards required for running,

as well as a spare AFRED board. IIardware changes were required on all of the

boards as a result of upgrades to the trigger system since the 1988-1989 run. A

comprehensive set of diagnostic routines for CDF FRED and AFRED have been
developed at Yale and installed at FNAL.

1.1.2.2 Analysis of data from the 1992-1993 CDF run

The 1992-1993 Tevatron collider run which ended June 1, 1993 was quite successful,

with CDF collecting more than 20 pb- l of data with a substantially upgraded detec-

tor. In particular the newly commissioned silicon vertex detector (SVX) performed
very well and CDF has already submitted two Physical Review Letters reporting

B analyses which employed SVX information. These results include: (1) a mea-
surement of the Bs meson mass using the fully reconstructed decay Bs _ J/0¢:

mB, = 5383.3 4` 4.5 4- 5.0 MeV, and (2) a measurement of the average B-hadron
lifetime as determined from the distribution of displaced vertices from inclusive

b _ J/¢ decays: rb = 1.46 :t=0.06 + 0.06 ps. Of course, many other impressive

results are anticipated in B physics, electroweak physics, etc., and it is expected
that the SVX will also play a significant role in the search for the top quark through

YAUG Collider Detector Program
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its expected decay t _ Wb.

Members of the Yale group have joined the analysis efforts of the CDF B physics

working group. The focus of this group was initially to perform the groundwork

necessary for analyses of CDF taken with triggers requiring two leptons (electrons

and/or muons) with modest transverse momentum (_ 2 GEV). So far these are the
most effective triggers available to CDF for the study of B meson production and

decay physics. The dilepton group was also charged with the responsibility of de-

termining the most effective trigger strategies to maximize the physics output from
that portion of the trigger/data acquisition bandwidth allocated to dilepton triggers

and validating the performance of the various triggers and online/omine filters rel-
evant to that physics output. A representative contribution by the Yale group was
the determination of the Level 1 and Level 2 central muon trigger efficiencies (see

CDF note 1999.) These results were used directly in the B_ mass and B lifetime
measurements.

During the past year the Yale group has been involved in a several specific physics
analyses which will be thesis topics for Yale students. One of these is an analysis to
determine the polarization in the decay Bd --o J/¢K*. This measurement not only
tests the factorization hypothesis for hadronic decays, but also helps determine if

this decay is useful for studies of CP violation. (See Kramer and Palmer, Phys.
Rev. D 46, 2969 (1992).) The model of Bauer, Stech, and Wirbel (see Z. Phys.
C 34, 103 (1987) and Z. Phys. C 29, 637, (1985)) which utilizes the factorization

approximation, predicts that the amount of longitudinal polarization FL/F is 0.57.
The decay distribution for Bd --o J/¢K*, J/¢ _ ##, K* ---*Kvr can be written
as

d2r 1 .
cx -sm20a(l+cos202)(I H+, 12 +lH_, 12) +cos201sin202 I Ho I=

d cos Oid cos 02 4

where 81 is the decay angle of the kaon in the K* rest frame with respect to the
K* direction in the B rest frame, and similarly, 62 is the decay angle of the muon

in the J/¢ rest frame with respect to the J/¢ direction in the B rest frame. The
amount of transverse and longitudinal polarization can be written in terms of the

helicity amplitudes as:

r,r lH+, 12+lH_, 12
F Iii+ , ]2 +lH_ ' 12+ Iit, ,]2

FL I Ho 12

= IH+,l 2+lH-, ]2+1Hol 2.

YAUG Collider Detector Program
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The above expression for the decay distribution has been integrated over the angle _b
between the decay planes. Integrating separately over 01 and 02 gives the relations:

(1 )o¢ -a - +cos_01
dcos01 2

dr
0¢ 1 + acos202

d cos 82

where

1- 3rL/r
{:X "-

1+ rL/r

By studying the angular distributions from a large sample of decays, the polarization
can be determined. The Yale group hopes to make a definitive measurement of the

polarization based on an expected sample of about 50 Bd --_ J/CK* events.

An analysis of the helicity angle in the decay Bu _ J/CK, where the polarization

is known, has already provided a useful test of the analysis procedure and especially
of our understanding of the detector acceptance (see CDF note 1998). Figure 1.1
shows the invariant mass distribution for B =_--* J/¢K + events collected during the

first part of the 1992-1993 run. The fit for the helicity angle for these events follows

the expected sin28 distribution as shown in Figure 1.2.

Also under study by the Yale group are bb correlations. This study is on events iii

which two bottom quarks are observed with transverse momentum above a certain
threshold and located within a certain range of rapidity. Goals include measure-

ments of correlations in the bb production cross-sections, and the distribution of

differences in azimuthal angle, rapidity, and transverse momentum between the two

quarks in an event. There is a two-fold motivation for such studies. First, the

topology of the bb events probes the different contributing QCD inatrix elements,
and second a proper description of the bb correlations ensures the translation of the
measured bb cross sections into the single inclusive b quark cross sections.

Semileptonic decays of the B meson (B --* e or p + X) are used for these studies.
Low PL ee, ep and pp events are selected if the transverse energy of the electron

is greater than 5.0 GeV and the Pl of the muon is greater than 3.0 GeV/c. Only
direct b decays can be used for the measurements. To reject events from sequential

decays, where the b decays to a c quark plus a lepton, and the c subsequently decays

to another lepton, we require the invariant mass of the lepton pairs to be greater

than 5.0 GeV/c 2 (the rest mass of the B meson). Electron and muon pairs from
J/¢ and T are rejected by applying invariant mass window cuts.

YAUG Collider Detector Program
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Because of the lower pt threshold, there is a larger sample of dimuon events. Besides
the above mentioned correlation studies, this is an excellent data sample for Bd and

Ba mixing studies. The approach being pursued in this analysis is to use the decay

modes Bd ---*D°IzV (with D ° _ K_r) and B, ---*Dsl_v (with D8 -_ ¢_r and ¢ -4 gg)
to identify tagged Bd and Ba meson decays. From a subset of about 10% of the

data from the 1992-1993 run, signals for D o --_ K_" (Figure 1.3) and _b---, K+K -

(Figure 1.4) have been seen in the dimuon data. A progress report on this analysis
is given in CDF note 2000.

1.1.2.3 Design work for the upgrade of the Trigger System Inlerface system

Planned upgrades to the Tevatron include an increase in the number of proton
and antiproton bunches from 6 to 36 bunches per beam, with the typical bunch

crossing time reduced from 3.5 psec to 395 nsec. This change in the bunch structure
is planned in order to allow for increases in the luminosity of the collider while

minimizing the probability of multiple interactions per bunch crossing. The CDF

electronics upgrade has been approved by the PAC and the Laboratory, and in fact
the Laboratory has requested that the upgrade be capable of working with a multi-
bunch structure with 132 nsec between crossings, in anticipation of operations with

the luminosities of 1032 cm -2 sec -1 expected with the Main Injector.

In addition to coping with the planned increases in the luminosity of the collider,
there is the desire to expand the physics reach of the detector. The successful

implementation of the SVX (silicon vertex) detector, and the expected capabilities
of the SVXII detector, enhance the prospects for the continued study of B physics
at CDF. The desire to pursue B physics, which requires triggering on relatively

low Pt objects (with their relatively large cross sections) at CDF is likely to place
ever increasing demands on the triggering and data acquisition systems. This is
especially true given the imperative to pursue the high Pl physics on the CDF menu

(e.g., the discovery of the top, improved W mass and width measurements, etc.).

The CDF electronics upgrade is a major undertaking, and involves all aspects of the

trigger/data acquisition system. The collaboration plans to implement portions of

the overall upgrade before the next running period (1993 - 1994, also known as Kun
Ib), including the introduction of a new event builder using VME based processors

• to read data from the front end DAQ electronics and the use of an UltraNet Hub for

building and routing events to the Level 3 processor farm. In addition a new Level

2 processor, based on the new DEC Alpha chip, will be installed, and a new Fastbus
Readout Controller will replace the SLAC Scanner Processors. The full upgrade is

U_I _,UL.LIU_I JLJ_b_bUJL JL JLU_)LC_XLt

Technical Progress in Second Year (November 1, 1992 to October 31, 1993) 10
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required for what is called Run II, which should occur after the next fixed target
run. For Run II CDF will have a system capable of operating with the decreased

i bunch spacing. A deadtimeless system with synchronous buffering for Level 1 and

synchronous buffering for Level 2 is planned. The analogue calorimetry trigger will
be replaced by a digital system and new ADC, TDC and SVX front-end electronics
will also be required.

In the context of the overall trigger/data acquisition system upgrade, the Trig-

ger System Interface must also be upgraded to provide greater functionality and
increased bandwidth capability. The upgraded Trigger System Interface requires
dedicated communication paths between the trigger and DAQ systems to allow

CDF to acquire events at a rate of at least 100 Hz (and perhaps up to 1000 Hz)
of digitized data into the Level 3 processor farm. The present system is limited
to about 20 Hz, in part because control signals and data transmission compete for
bandwidth on the CDF Fastbus network. The new Trigger System Interface must

also cope with the synchronous operation of the Level 1 trigger (every 132 nsec),
and the management of the asynchronous buffers (4) for Level 2.

The Level 1 final decision logic (FRED) requires additional design changes to in-
crease the number of inputs from which the Level 1 decision can be determined.

In the current configuration, up to twelve inputs from various parts of the detector

(e.g., the calorimetry and muon systems) are used to decide if a Level 1 trigger has
occurred. The planned Run II trigger uses information at Level 1 not utilized previ-

ously (e.g., tracking). These additions necessitate increasing the number of inputs
to FRED substantially. Another design change involves incorporating the func-

tionality of another board (FRED GATES) which, among other things, properly
accounts for the high voltage and main ring inhibits which arise from the detector.

Finally, it is possible that the FRED system will be redesigned to operate in the
VMEbus environment.

The conceptual design for the Run II Trigger System Interface has one Trigger

Manager (e.g., a VME cpu processor) serving several Trigger Supervisors (one per
partition). The Trigger Supervisors control the acceptance of events via dedicated

signals between the trigger system (via FRED) and the Readout Controllers in
each crate of front-end DAQ electronics. Crosspoints route the signals between the

T_gger Supervisors and Readout Controllers in the appropriate partition of the
detector.

We have chosen to implement the control logic for the Trigger Supervisor with
finite state machines constructed with Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

devices manufactured by Xilinx, Inc. The FPGA was chosen because of its high

YAUG Collider Detector Program
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density, high flexibility, speed and reprogrammabiUty. The FPGAs are high density
CMOS ASICs that can be configured by the designer. Each FPGA contains a large
number of user-comqgurable gates and registers, which can be used to realize most

combinational and sequential digital logic designs. Xilinx produces several series of
FPGAs in different sizes and performance speeds. One device, the XC3190, contains
5,000 gates and 928 flip-flops built in 320 Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs). The

minimum timing delay through a CLB is 3 nsec.

We are using the Xilinx Automatic CAE Tools (XACT) Development system, which
has automatic-design-translation, as well as complete functional and timing simu-
lation capabilities. The development system is based on a Gateway 2000 486PC

(model 4DX2-66V, with 66MHz CPU speed). After the design schematics has been
completed and successfully simulated, it will be incorporated in a printed circuit

board layout using Mentor Graphics.

Preliminary designs for the state machines needed for the Trigger Supervisor are

being pursued with the XC3000 chip. Timing properties of the device are also
being studied. Some control and interface circuitry will also be designed, in order

to implement these state machines on a VME board. In parallel, the specification
for the protocol and the control signal lines will be completed in cooperation with

other CDF institutions working on the electronics upgrade. We plan to build a

prototype of the Trigger Supervisor for testing in the fall.

YAUG Collider Detector Program
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2. E-791: Continued Study of Heavy Flavors at TPL

(J. Sandweiss, L. Ho, R. Majka, A. J. Slaughter, E. Wolin)

2.1 Technical Progress in FY92

Introduction and Physics Goals of E-791

2.1.0.4 Introduction

In December of 1988 the members of this group joined P-791, a proposal to continue

the series of heavy flavor experiments, E-691 and E-769, using the TPL spectrometer
at Fermilab. The experiment was approved at the June 1988 PAC meeting. There

was a test run in 1990; the major data run occurred June to December of 1991. Six

hundred and thirty runs comprising over twenty billion events on 24,000 8 mm tapes
were recorded, more than meeting our goals. The challenge over tile past year and
a half has been to analyze this unprecedented amount of data. At this time about
15% of the data has been filtered and reconstructed on farms at OSU, University

of Mississippi and Fermilab. A fourth site, CBPF in Rio de Janerio, is now in

production. We have stripped about 10% of the data. Using this sample, a number
of physics analysis efforts are well advanced using a variety of sub-strips. Over the

past year, emphasis has clearly shifted from initiating reconstruction production on
the farms to extracting physics results.

The experiment is a collaboration of Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas (CBPF),
the Federal University of Rio de Janerio (UFRJ), Universidad of Guanajuato and
Cinvestav in Mexico, Fermilab, Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), University

of Cincinnati, Santa Cruz, University of Mississippi, Ohio State University (OSU),
Princeton University, Tel Aviv University, Tufts University, University of Wisconsin

i at Madison, and Yale University. E-791 is a major activity of the Yale group and

we are taking a significant role in its execution.

Below we discuss the physics goals and status in more detail. The appendix contains

a brief description of the philosophy and apparatus of E-791.

E-791: Continued Study of Heavy Flavors at TPL
17
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2.1.0.5 Physics Goals

The results of MARK III, E-691, and others on charm meson decay branching frac-
tions and lifetimes have established the relative importance of the different Feynman

diagrams in charm decays, and the influence of strong interaction effects in those
decays. E-769 and other experiments have studied charm production using a variety

of beams and targets. (See section I-B).

E-791 will provide at least an order of magnitude increase in statistics which will

produce significant new information on both decay and production topics:

' 1. Leptonic, semi-leptonic and hadronic decay modes, allowing determination of

the product of CKM matrix elements times form factors, and the influence of
interference effects and final state interactions.

2. Resonance structure of the decays via Dalitz plot analyses.

3. Doubly suppressed Cabibbo decays.

4. Limits on D ° - D ° mixing.

5. D* and D** production, spectroscopy

6. Correlation studies where both charm particles in the event are detected.

7. Charm meson production over a large kinematic region.

8. Charm baryon production, decays, lifetimes

Another physics goal of E-791 is beauty physics, in particular to measure the cross

section and production kinematics.

The Tel Aviv group has determined that the E-791 data set should be uniquely
suited to a very high sensitivity search for exotic particles like the pentaquark

containing a charm quark. These particles should either have charm-like lifetimes
or decay into known charm particles.

In addition, the E-791 data set will be a unique resource as a high statistics data

bank of minimally biased 500 GeV/c pion on carbon and platinum interactions.
The transverse energy trigger mainly rejects low multiplicity events or events with

minimal activity in the central region, so these events are potentially useful for

non-heavy quark physics. Also, in order to have sufficient statistics for studying

E-791: Continued Study of Iteavy Flavors at TPL
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Table 2.1: Estimated Yields of Common Charm Decay Modes in E-791

Number of ET triggers 2 x 101°

Final states with all charged tracks
D + _ KTrlr 60,000
D ° --. KTr 70,000
D ° ---, KTrTrTr 35,000

Final states with neutral _r°'s > 10,000

D°,D_,D + _ K_X
Ac, _ _ AX, K°X_"JC

Semi-leptonic final states > 10,000
with e

Total 200,000

systematic errors, we took 10 per cent of the data with a simple interaction trigger,
i.e., 4 or more charged outgoing tracks. There are a number of additional topics
that could be addressed, for example, searche_ for glueballs and exotic mesons.

Lawrence Ho, the E-791 Yale graduate student, has chosen the measurement of the

absolute value of Vcd/Vc., for his thesis topic. We have also been participating in
the charm production physics group and expect to contribute to the beauty physics

analysis.

Over the past year, charm signals in many different decay modes have been ex-
tracted. As a result we have firm evidence of the quality of the data and sample

sizes we will obtain. A few representative charm signals from common D decay

channels are shown in Figures 1-4. Table 1 gives estimates of the numbers of events

based on the signals we have observed so far.

Current Status and Plans for the Analysis of E-791

We acquired our data during the 1991 Fermilab Fixed Target Run, June 15, 1991 to
January 8, 1992. We achieved our most wildly optimistic goal of 20 billion events.

Despite the very large number of events, they correspond to only 630 runs of from

36-42 tapes each, greatly simplifying alignment, calibration, bookkeeping, and other
systematic issues.

The major steps in the offiine analysis are:
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1. determination of alignment and calibration constants,

2. production filtering and reconstruction,

3. production stripping - more stringent selection,

4. bookkeeping,

5. multiple substripping - aimed at specific modes,

6. Monte Carlo simulation of signals,

7. signal extraction and physics results.

Given the conflicting demands of the very large number of events, finite computing
resources, and a comprehensive set of physics goals, we have had to organize this

process from raw data to papers in as simple, robust, and flexible way as possible.
Our approach has been to develop all the elements of the chain in parallel and

start operating the whole system as soon as possible. This has been accomplished
and no fundamental limitations have yet been encountered. Communication and

organization are very important. From the very beginning we have been careful to
have a central code and constants management and distribution system and to keep

the code "platform independent".

In the following sections we address each stage in more detail.

t 2.1.0.6 Calibration and alignment

Status: An automated program for producing the run (i.e., time) dependent align-
ment constants for the silicon microstrip chambers and the drift chambers has been

developed and is keeping pace with the needs of the farms. The same program also
determines the absolute and relative scale factors for the two magnetic fields using

the Ks mass. The calorimeter and Cerenkov constants are finished.

2.1.0.7 Filtering and reconstruction

In the initial pass through the data all events are partially reconstructed and tested

against a set of filter cuts. Those that pass the filter cuts are fully reconstructed.
Then the reconstructed quantities and the raw data are written to the DST (data

summary tape) output tape. There are three filter conditions:
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1. A reconstructed secondary vertex (selects 9% of the input events).

2. A reconstructed K ° or A (selects about 9% of the input events).

3. A reconstructed _ (selects about 2% of the input events).

The vertexfiltertopologicallyreconstructsthe secondaryvertexstructureof the
event.This isin contrastto "mass drivenmethods" which tryspecificdecay hy-

pothesesand then seeifthe decay tracksform a secondaryvertex.Sincewe are
interestedin a very wide varietyof channels,thislatermethod isprohibitivein

processingtime and would have takenmuch longerto implement. Ten runs were

processed"unfiltered"and the mass-drivenmethods used to evaluatethe vertex
filterfora number ofmodes. The vertexfilterwas found to be quiteefficientfor

most modes. However,we added theothertwo filtersto toincreasetheacceptance

i for Ds and charmed baryons which have very short lifetimes.

Status: There are four geographically distinct farm sites, OSU, University of Mis-

sissippi, Fermilab, and mo De Janeiro. About 15% of the data has been processed

since November 1, 1992 and the operation is very smooth. Figure 5 shows cumu-
lative and weekly rates by site. So far the reconstruction has kept pace with our

ability to assimilate it. There is some concern that this will soon no longer be the
case and more farm power will be needed.

Contrary to our initial expectations, we have been using the same code since Novem-
ber 1, 1992 on the farms. There has been no need for a new release since no signifi-

cant bugs have been found and the efficiency studies were satisfactory. This means
we already have a consistent data set in which some signals are larger than in E-769
or E-691.

2.1.0.8 Stripping

The filter was designed to be as inclusive as possible since re-reconstruction of the

raw data is prohibitive for the next few years. Instead we postpone more stringent

cuts for the physics of immediate interest to the stripping stage. Based on the
DST information, additional cuts to enhance specific decay channels are applied

and selected events are written to tape.

Status: In the last year we have determined that a common production strip will

work for most of the physics topics of current interest. As part of the development

process, we ran a test version of stripping code on approximately 10% of the total
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data set. Signals were extracted and efficiency studies made for the strip, in June
of 1993, we settled on an improved version (Release 6) of the stripping code, adding

the capability for multiple output streams. We are now producing 2 disjoint sets of
strip tapes. The first stream selects on:

1. mass hypotheses for specific charm decays applied to the list of topological
vertices found in the reconstruction stage,

2. topological secondary vertices containing a lepton or a p or _ track

3. multiple secondaries according to the topological vertex list

4. di-lepton events

5. pairs of tracks, at least one of which is a kaon, that form a vertex separate from
the primary. This condition ignores the secondary vertices found topologically

and is a way of recovering events at low lifetimes.

The second set of output tapes contains events whose selections are based on ¢'s,

A's, multiple °'K 8 s and secondary vertices in combination with Ks°'s.

We are now re-stripping all the reconstructed data with the Release 6 program.
There are 6 stripping stations between Fermilab Physics Department and OSU. We
expect total capacity to be about 12 runs per week. The farms process about 6 runs

per week there is enough capacity to keep up as well as do the backlog.

2.1.0.9 Bookkeeping

We have implemented an automated system to create, collect and enter into a

database statistics for each tape as it is processed on the farm, and, similarly, for
each production strip job. This system is described in more detail below, under
Yale Responsibilities.

2.1.0.10 Monte Carlo simulation

The Monte Carlo contains a detailed simulation of every aspect of the detector. The

program makes a raw data tape which is then analyzed through the same programs
i as the raw data. Since, as duscussed below, physics distributions are being made

for which acceptances are required, the Monte Carlo is under intense scrutiny.
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2.1.0.11 Signal extraction and physics results

In July of 1992 we held a physics workshop to focus our efforts. Ali the gradu-
ate students and post-does gave talks which were written up for a set of internal

proceedings. Six physics working groups were formed to coordinate work on the
different topics:

1. semi-leptonic decays, form factors

2. charm production: d_r/dz, dcr/dpt, A dependence

3. lifetimes and mixing

4. charmed baryons

5. hadronic decays

6. D* and D** production, spectroscopy

As discussed above, we now have a consistent data set, reconstructed and stripped,
of about 10% of the data. Over the last 3-4 months this data has been used for

preliminary studies of a number of topics:

1. Charm production: da/dx, d_r/dpt, A dependence. Our D _ KTr and D

KTrTr samples are already larger then E-769. Initial, acceptance corrected
distributions for da/da:, da/dpt exist. Initial numbers for the A dependence

i have also been produced. The E-791 Feynman x acceptance ( -0.1 to .5 ) is
better at low x, but worse at large x compared to E-769 ( 0.0 to .7 ). This
is due to the higher beam energy combined with the fixed size of the beam

induced dead region in the center of the drift chambers. The goal of the
Production Working Group is to have publishable results by the fall using the

current data. The original strip is completely adequate for this physics. The
critical path item here is the Monte Carlo generated acceptance in Feynman
x and transverse momentum. The drift chamber dead regions need a more

precise determination.

2. Lifetimes: Do we agree with published numbers and can we improve the er-

rors? Again, initial measurements have been made. The use of the topological
filter has complicated the small lifetime acceptance as compared to E-691 so
more work on the Monte Carlo is needed.
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3. Mixing: An initial analysis has been made. It is awaiting more statistics.

4. Semi-leptonic decays and form factors. There are very nice signals for D

i K'ev and for D _ K*#v. Angular distributions for the decays will be pre-
sented at the July 1993 Montreal meeting. This is the first step in a form

factor analysis.

Yale Kesponsibilities and Progress in 1993

During 1993, our service responsibilities included:

1. Organization and coordination for overall analysis system. (Jean Slaughter)

2. Management, improvement, and maintenance of the experiment database sys-
tem. (Jean Slaughter and Elliott Wolin )

3. Coordination of the content of official code releases for filtering, reconstruction

and filtering. (Jean Slaughter)

4. Fermilab Computer Department Liaison for E791. (Jean Slaughter)

5. Certification of the farm production machinery (Jean Slaughter).

6. Shifts for running the production farms and stripping stations at FNAL.

(Lawrence Ho)

7. Trigger scalers. (Jean Slaughter)

Yale (Jean Slaughter) continues to play a major role in organizing the entire E-791
analysis effort, after performing a similar role before and during actual data taking.

In the past year attention has shifted from reconstruction to stripping and the

physics working groups. The goal is to expedite physics results. Jean Slaughter has
taken a particular interest in the production working group and the semi-leptonic

group.

Yale (Elliott Wolin) realized that the reconstruction code did not correctly account

for multiple scattering in the silicon planes. As the most important offiine "trigger"
for E-791 is the detection of a secondary vertex, it is essential to reconstruct track
parameters and error matrices as precisely as possible.

Recently the Kalman filter has been recognized in HEP as the optimal method

for estimating track parameters in the presence of multiple scattering (the Kalman
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filter has been used for over 30 years in signal processing, navigation, spacecraft

tracking, etc.). Wolin and Ho re-wrote the final silicon track fitting program to
use the Kalman filter. They then extended it to the vertex fitting. Wolin and Ho
have published a paper in NIM documenting the results of their calculations on the

application of the Kalman filter to track reconstruction in HEP. Wolin continues to
contribute, as his GEM duties allow, to track and vertex fitting issues.

Early on Yale recognized that E-791 needed a database management system for

both online use (logbook, etc.) and for offiine use (tracking of tapes, calibrations,

etc.). Elliott Wolin set up the original online system using a commercial data base
management package, INGRES, and has continued to manage it. Elliott Wolin

and Jean Slaughter ( with Howard Rubin of IIT and Cat James of FNAL) have
been responsible for the extension for offiine use. Farm and strip station jobs make
statistics files which are collected every night and entered into the database. Jean

Slaughter has written the utilities to query the database.

With the addition of a new graduate student (Lawrence I_,,_) in 1992, Yale's ability to
contribute to the physics analysis has increased. He has submitted a thesis proposal

to determine the the absolute value of Vcd/V_.

2.1.1 Appendix: Philosophy and Apparatus of E-791

2.1.1.1 Philosophy

The basic philosophy of E-791 has three parts:

1. Use of a large acceptance spectrometer, with particle identification and excel-
lent momentum resolution.

2. Secondary vertex reconstruction via a silicon microstrip system to select heavy
flavor events and reduce combinatoric background in mass plots.

3. Use of as open and unbiased a trigger as possible consistent with the rate

capability of the detector, the data acquisition system, the recording medium,
and the off-line analysis power. This goal, coupled to the the ratio of beam

time to total time in the Fermilab fixed target program and technological

improvements in ADCs, TDCs, tape drives, and computing power, led to
a strategy of taking massive amounts of data for later off-line filtering and
analysis.
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2.1.1.2 Apparatus

The TPL spectrometer is a two stage device, consisting of two magnets, a PWC and
drift chamber tracking system, two Cerenkov counters, a lead and liquid scintillator
electromagnetic calorimeter, a hadron calorimeter, and a muon system. A high res-
olution silicon microstrip system was added for E-691 and was one of the important
factors in the success of that experiment. The silicon system was augmented for
E?-69 and was further improved for E-791.

The TPL beam line was upgraded from 250 Gev (E-769) to 500 Gev for E-791. This
should provide a factor of 1.5 improvement in the charm rate and a factor of 2 to 3
in the beauty rate.

The trigger was a total transverse energy trigger from the calorimeters.

The data acquisition system was extensively upgraded with new faster front-end
ADCs and TDCs and a unique new architecture using large buffers and VME based
event builders to write events directly to 8 mm cartridge tape drives. The result

i was a system with a 10 Mbyte/second steady state recording rate corresponding to
approximately 200,000 events per spill. The success of this upgrade is demonstrated

bj *.he data we acquired in the 1991 data run: 20 billion events at an average size
of 2600 bytes per event. As described a' _ve, we are processing this unprecedented

amount of data by using parallel processing systems, "farms", at OSU, University of
Mississippi, CBPF, and Fermilab. The production stripping is bei'..o done at OSU

and the Fermilab Physics Department. Sub-stripping and final physics analysis is
being done at on workstations at the collaborating institutions.
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3. Hadroproduction of Charm and Beauty

We report on an existing program of research on the production and decay of par-
ticles containing the charm and beauty quarks. Charm is studied in Fermilab fixed

target experiments E-769 and E-691. Design and development for a hadron collider
beauty experiment is studied in CERN test experiment P-238 and in simulation
studies for the SSC.

Support for this work is divided between the OJI (Task 3), YAUG (Task A), and
the TNLRC.

The personnel principally responsible for this work are:

Paul B. Karchin, Associate Professor

Robert F. Harr, Associate Research Scientist

Chris Kennedy, Associate Research Scientist
Ali Rafatian, Associate Research Scientist

Christos Liapis, Ph.D. Student

Andrew Wallace, Ph.D. Student

We are pleased to report that R. Harr will be supported by an SSC Fellowship for
1993-1994. For this year, we will support a new associate research physicist, A.

Rafatian, from the funds freed by Harr's fellowship.

Also new this year is a grant from the Texas National Research Laboratory Com-
mission for design studies towards a beauty experiment at the SSC. This work will

be an extension of our continuing effort in this area funded under this (DOE) grant.

The TNRLC grant funds the position for C. Kennedy, as associate research scientist.

The research programs are described in detail in the OJI report.

Hadroproduction of Charm and Beauty
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4. Search for Composite Objects Produced in
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

K. Barish, J. Lajoie, R. D. Majka, F. S. Rotondo, J. Sandweiss
J.Slaughter, and E. J. Wolin

4.1 Technical Progress in FY93

4.1.1 BNL Experiment 814

In FY93, Joseph Germani completed his thesis studying the yield of protons, deuterons,
tritons and 3He. The results show rather good agreement with a coalescence model

for the production of these light nuclei from the fireball formed by the central colli-
sion. The geometric limitations of E-814 limit the generality of the conclusions, but
these are first results from ttle study of such processes at the energy made available

by the AGS, and it is of some interest to see that they are at least qualitatively in

agreement with a coalescence picture.

Although this dissertation was carried out under the direction of our colleague
Professor Shiva Kumar, our group has maintained an active interest in the course

of the analysis and it is a direct outgrowth of the program that our group began to

study rare composite particles in high energy heavy ion collisions.

There will be no further work associated with E-814. The physics issues started in

that experiment will be pursued in our new experiment E-864.

4.1.2 BNL Experiment 864

4.1.2.1 Funding Status

Following a major review on August 4, 5 1992, organized by the DOE and chaired

by D. Lehman, E-864 was approved for funding by the DOE. The plan which was
put into place has two components. A portion of the funding, approximately 3

million (dollars), is scheduled to be provided through BNL. This money will supply
the beam line and associated equipment and a portion of the electronic costs (about

- Search for Composite Objects Produced in Relativistic IIeavy Ion Collisions
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t

695 kS). The BNL funding is provided by the high energy physics division of the
DOE.

A portion of the funding, 4.0 MS, is to be provided in a capital grant to the Yale
Accelerator Users Group at Yale University which will be responsible for distribut-

ing the money to the collaborators to construct the University built parts of the
detector. This capital grant is funded both by the High Energy Physics Division

(1.0 MS) and the Nuclear Physics Division (3.0 MS) of the DOE. As of June 1,
1993 the first year of this grant was in place. The second year is scheduled to begin
November 15, 1993 and the third and final year on November 15, 1994. The funding
schedule of these '_hree grants is $1,400,000, $1,750,000, and $850,000 respectively

for the three years. Of course, the FY94 and FY95 fundings are "subject to the
availability of funds".

The major subsytems and their funding schedules are detailed in the management

plan submitted to the DOE and will not be repeated here. The most important
aspect of the plan is that funds for the calorimeter subsystem will be provided to our
Wayne State collaborators and funds for the straw tube system will be provided to
our Penn State collaborators via subcontracts from Yale to the two institutions. At

the time of this writing these subcontracts are in piace. An important "Jnanagerial"

point is that only base funds are provided initially and contingency funds will be
provided if needed after review by the technical board of the experiment. In this

way we plan to use the contingency funds in the best way for the experiment as a
whole.

The other large system is the hodoscope system which is the responsibility of our

colleague at Yale Professor Shiva Kumar and his Wright Nuclear Structure Labora-
tory associates. This can be funded via a transfer of funds within the Yale system.

Smaller subsystems such as the multiplicity trigger, beam counters, late energy

trigger, etc., will be funded via purchase orders from Yale.

For all subsystems we are preparing memoranda of understanding with each relevant
collaborator to clearly delineate the specific responsibilities involved. At the time
of writing the Wayne State, Penn State memoranda are complete and the Yale

(WNSL) is nearly complete.

Search for Composite Objects Produced ill Relativistic IIeavy Ion Collisions
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4.1.2.2 Collaboration

Since the last report of this type the collaboration has added Iowa State and Purdue
Universities and has formalized the collaboration with the University of Bari. The

total number of institutions is now 9 with about 30 Ph.D.'s and 15+ graduate
students.

The Iowa State group with assistance from the Purdue group will be responsible for
the late energy trigger system. They will have the professional help of the Ames
laboratory electronics staff who are experienced in the instrumentation techniques
involved.

The Purdue group, in addition to their work on the late energy trigger, will work
on the off-line software for the experiment.

Although there is some possibilities for modest future growth, the collaboration is
essentially complete.

4.1.2.3 Experimental Design

The design of the experiment is now complete. The basic elements are as they have
been, emphasizing high acceptance, redundant measurements of charge and time,

and a high rate D/A system. Figure 4.1 shows the detector design with the major
dimensions. Figure 4.2 shows tile detector in the AGS shielding enclosure. We

are brief here and refer the interested reader to our proposal for funding (October,

1991) for more complete details.

The design shown contains 80% of the horizontal acceptance of the design presented

in the proposal for funding but is consistent with the design presented at the DOE
review ofE-864 held on August 4, 5 1992. The decrease in the number of horizontal

channels was a result of designing to a total experiment cost of 7.0 MS. The re-
duction results in a decrease of acceptance for different particle species which varies

from a few per cent to 20% depending oil tile species. The resolution is not changed
from that Of the earlier design.

4.1.2.,l AGS Beamline

We have carried out a detailed design of the AGS beam line to our target. We have

succeeded in finding a solution which essentially uses the existing A3 beam line
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components with only a few minor improvements. In particular we have carefully
worked out collimation to control the vertical divergence of the beam at the E-864
target. This is important because excessive divergence could lead to beam striking
the bottom of the vacuum chamber.

The beam will be studied by the use of segmented wire chambers (SWICS) as is
commonly done at tlle AGS. In our case it will be necessary for most of these SWICS
to be removed from the beam once the beam has been tuned. As a result we will

use "plunging SWICS" which although they remain in the beam vacuum can be
lowered when not in use. Three of these have been ordered for the E-864 beam.

Another point which has received considerable attention is the stability of the beam

on the E-864 target during the (1 second) beam spill. We will have one SWIC

(with minimum material) permanently in the beam near to our target which will be
used to provide a feedback signal to a fast steering magnet. The system has been
designed to provide adequate correction to the beam based on past AGS experience
coupled with our detailed analysis of beam dynamics. Some work remains to be

done on the power supply that drives the steering magnet.

J.1.2.5 Vacuum Chamber

The large vacuum chamber require by the E-864 design has been designed in detail
by our group supported by a subcontract (for 35 kS) from BNL. The design has
been the work of mechanical engineer W. Emmett who also (primarily) works with

the PPG group headed by our Yale colleague Professor C. Baltay. The subcontract

from BNL paid for the work of Emmett and of a Yale designer T. Peterson. This
work required close interaction with the experiment design to allow adequate space

for supports, etc. and with the AGS beam design.

This somewhat unusual procedure has been followed because the engineering sup-
port was not available at BNL in time to complete the vacuum chamber for our

scheduled run in the summer of 1994. Fortunately, tile talent to carry out the
design was available at Yale as noted.

The design work has been carried out in close collaboration with the AGS engineers
including our E-864 liason W. McGahern. The design meets ali requirements, the
experimental ones and the AGS safety, etc. The vavuum chamber will be procured

by BNL. In FY93 the upstream section, built of (non-magnetic) aluminum will

be ordered and early in FY94, the remaining downstream (steel) section will be
ordered.
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_.1.2.6 Calorimeter R_D

With the R&D funds provided by the ttigh Energy Physics Division of the DOE

for FY93 (70 kS) to our group and with a subcontract from BNL to Yale (50 k$ for

calorimeter development and 30 k$ for Straw Tube Development), our Wayne State
collaborators (and we) have carried out the B.&D on the manufacturing techniques
for the E-864 spaghetti calorimeter. After selecting, and developing the manufactur-
ing technique_ a prototype calorimeter with 12 full size towers has been constructed
and was tested in the BNL test beam during the month of June 1993.

The prototype calorimeter has been constructed at Wayne State using materials
and fabrication techniques which we plan to use for the E-864 calorimeter. The test

beam results are under analysis as this is being written. Ilowever, some results of

major importance are already clear fom the on-line analysis and from early results
of the analysis.

One of the most crucial performance specifications, and one which has not heretofore

been demonstrated, is the timing resolution of the calorimeter. As will be recalled

the design of E-864 used a sigma of 500 ps (.5 ns) for the time resolution of the
struck tower . Figure 4.3 shows tile timing spectrum obtained for 4.0 GeV/c pions

and figure 4.4 shows the spectrum obtained for 4.0 GeV/c protons. As can be seen,
the time resolution is better than we had assumed with a sigma of 440 ps for pions
and 382 ps for protons.

In addition to the time resolution the analysis to date shows that the calorimeter

modules were very uniform in construction with nearly identical optical attenuation

lengths (which were directly measured by rotating the calorimeter so that its long

dimension was perpendicular to the beam). This feature demonstrates that the
method of fabrication is acceptable and does not harm the fibers.

The energy resolution is the most analysis intensive measurement which will come

from tile test beam data. Data wel_ collected at 2, 4, 6, and 8 GeV/c with both
pions and protons. The analysis to date shows an energy resolution approximately
given by AE/E = .6/v/E. This is within the acceptable limits for the E-864 design

and can be expected to improve as tile analysis improves (e.g., with better gain

determinations).

Finally, a result of considerable importance to E-864 was checked in the test beam

measurements. The intrinsic high side tail to the energy resolution function was
measured and found to be completely negligible. This was anticipated in our design

but elicited considerable skepticism from reviewers. It now does appear that we
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were correct in our allegation that the dominant background in the calorimeter
will come from particle overlaps not from the intrinsic energy resolution. In this

regard the key feature is the excellent time resolution noted above which allows the
separation of contributions due to different particles in most cases.

_.I.2.7 Straw Tube ROD

With funds made available to our group through a BNL subcontract (30 kS for straw

tube development) our Yale group supported the effort at Penn State University via
a Yale to Penn State subcontract. With these funds our Penn State collaborators

were able to carry out the straw tube development and to construct prototype
chambers of the $2 and $3 type (40 cm and 80 cm in length respectively). These
were operated in the June 1993 test beam run with good success.

The results are still in analysis as the run ended one day before this document is
being composed. However, as was the case for the calorimeter tests, some results
are available from the on-line analysis. The principle results are as follows.

The design for the 40 cm tubes appears to be excellent. The chambers achieved a
99% efficiency for both the standard and the fast gas (for doublets as we will use in

E-864). The 80 cm chambers as originally constructed with no additional stiffening
material other than the straws themselves proved to be geometrically unstable. A

quick rebuild which simply involved gluing two additional layers of straws (fore and
aft) to the doublet appeared to give adequate geometrical stability and the 80 cm
chambers so modified gave the same excellent plateau results as the 40 cm chamber.

Both standard gas and fast gas work in tile chamber so the final decision as to which
to use will depend on other criteria such as longevity, cost, etc. Since Ilo design

changes are involved in the chambers, this decision can be deferred for the present
as more information from ourselves and other workers is obtained on these issues.

_.1.2.8 Other subsystems

During FY93, which at the time of writing is about half completed, the remaining
subsystems for E-864 will be intensively developed with the intent to have a first
physics run in the summer of 1994. These systems include the hodoscope system
which is well underway under the direction of our WNSL colleagues and the D/A

system which is a major responsibility of our group.

Search for Composite Objects Produced in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions
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The D/A system for the experiment is the responsibility of our group and work is
proceeding on its detailed design. The specifications for the D/A are as noted in our
proposal for funding. The D/A system for FNAL-791 has met these specifications
but the availability of new products makes it sensible to consider newer designs for
the D/A system.
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5. High Energy Physics Computer Facility

It. Lauer, Z. Darnell

5.1 Progress in FY93

5.1.1 Configuration

The IIigh Energy Physics Computer Facility provides distributed workstation com-
puting for YAUG, EPI, PPG and Theory. The configuration is as follows.

• 2 VAX 6410s (main servers)

• _20 gigabytes disk

• Internet(TCP/IP) Access through Yale

• Leased line (56KB) to FNAL for wide area networking (DECnet and dedicated
TCP/IP)

• Leased line (voice grade - 19.2kb to SLAC) for asynchronous communication
(i.e., terminals)

• 4 postscript printers

• 4 2400 baud modems

• 70 asynchronous terminal lines (terminals, modems, dialout)

• X window terminals

• 18 VAX workstations

• Unix Server (Internet Router and Unix file services)

• 5 Unix Workstations

• 5 NeXT computers (not managed by the facility, networking connections only)

• MACs and PCs (not managed by the facility, networking connections only)

tligh Energy Physics Computer Facility
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The main servers, two VAX 6410s, provide services in a heterogenous environ-

ment(different operating systems and hardware). Services provided include print-

ing_ file service, software (e.g., CER.NLIB,PAW), networking, mail, and file transfer.
The VAX 6410s offer these services to several operating systems (VMS, Unix, OSF,
MS-DOS, MACintosh, NEXT) and several types of hardware (VAX, ALPIIA, PC,
MAC_ NEXT, MIPS-R3000).

The HEP Computer Facility is grouped into 3 'clusters': VMS cluster, Unix Clus-
ter, Unsupported cluster (MAC, PC, NEXT). These clusters are connected through

an isolated Local Area Network (LAN) and have access to the world through our
DECnet and Internet connectivity.

Clusters provide a cost effective solution for distributed workstation computing A
small number of servers are purchased with large amounts of resource (disk, memory

etc.). The servers support inexpensive workstations (minimal memory and disk; no
peripherals). The large (server) resource bank is shared among many workstations.

5.1.2 VMS cluster

The VMS cluster is the workhorse, lt is designed for high availability through tile
use of dual server nodes and a shadowed system disk. The hardware configuration

has remained unchanged during 1992. The main servers (VAX 6410s) provide:

• Services (print, mail, files etc.) for ali clusters

• Interactive sessions for asynchronous terminals and X window terminals

• Operating System for VMS (plug and play)

• Batch (Analysis, Monte-Carlo, Theory)

• Program Development (Code Development, Code Management, Code Distri-
bution)

In 1993, we have experimented with tile new ALPIIA/AXP hardware in our VMS
environment. DEC has provided us with 2 ALPHA seed units: one for VMS and

one for OSF (Unix). We are using the ALPItA/VMS unit as an experimental server
for an ALPtIA/VMS cluster. This unit is a DEC 4000 model 600; a model designed
to be a small server.

Itigh Energy Physics Computer Facility
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The VMS ALPHA was installed as a trial stand-alone system, allowing users to test

code. Our success with the ALPHA/VAX compatibility led to the purchase of a
dataless workstation. The DEC seed unit became the server for a small VMScluster

(the server and one workstation) providing resources for the ALPIIA workstation,

and allowing us to test compatibility with our current VAXcluster. Our experience
is that the ALPHA has exceeded our expectations, both in performance and com-

patibility and that VMS/ALPttA provides an easy upgrade path and migration for
our VAX workstations.

• The ALPHA performance is better than expected. It has benchmarked well

(.-_ 100MIPS with standard tests and with programs such as GEANT)

• The user environment is exactly the same as VAX/VMS, therefore there are
no porting problems.

• The system environment is about 95% compatible with VAX/VMS

• VAX/VMS binary data can be read and written to the ALPtIA and vice

versa. This capability allows us to easily plan for migration, as it ensures
interoperability with VAX for the period of time required for migration.

• DEC has provided a tool for translating VAX executable images to ALPHA
format. This capability ensures that we can use our VAX software on ALPIIA

even if we do not have the time to compile and re-link. We have used this

tool with sucess (and often). It has allowed us to bring our VAX environment
to ALPIIA quickly.

• ALPHA/VMS can cluster with VAX/VMS nodes, allowing us to s_re data

(during the migration period) rather than duplicate (source code, command
files, fonts etc.).

Although VAXes can cluster with ALPItAs, ALPIIA workstations require an AL-

PHA server to provide executable images and certain architecture specific operating
system software. We are reluctant to provide a mixed cluster because the ALPIIA
server is owned by DEC and can be removed at any time.

We are therefore, currently running the ALPHA cluster in experimental mode and

cannot add nodes to the cluster until the server becomes a stable part of our envi-

, ronment. The seed unit i_ however, providing server capabilities (operating system,
software) for one YAUG ALPHA/VMS workstation (with more planned). We hope
to purchase tile server in 1994, as part of a migration plan, in order to provide

Itigh Energy Physics Computer Facility
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committment to those users who intend to buy ALPHA workstations or upgrade
VAX workstations to ALPHA.

5.1.3 Unix Cluster

The Unix Cluster consists of 4 DECstations and a Silicon Graphics IRIX. One
DECstation acts as a server for (Unix) operating system, software and data files.
The VMScluster provides ali other services which are not operating system specific
(e.g., common CEItNLIB files, mail and print).

This cluster provides a Unix environment for compatibility with collaborations that
are developing using Unix (GEM). In addition, and more important, the Unix cluster
provides services not available on VMS.

• CAD/CAM - Our engineering staffhas migrated to Unix because of the avail-
ability of software and because of the performance. The ALPHA has made

VMS performance competitive, but some applications (e.g., AutoCAD) are
still available only for Unix.

• Two groups, CDF and E-864, have chosen to use a Unix based workstation for

DAQ development. A Unix based host (Ultrix or OSF) is used to develop and
create real-time operating systems and programs for motorola 680x0 based
boards to be used for fastbus and VME. This application will require Unix
based hosts for the foreseeable future.

Our Unix cluster server is currently a DECstation rumting Ultrix. We are plan-

ning to migrate this DECstation to ALPHA, if and when it becomes feasible. The

ALPHA will not only provide better performance (the DECstation is 29 MIPS, the
ALPHA >100), but will run OSF-1, DEC's implementation of the Open Software

Foundation's (OSF) Unix. This implementation of an open Unix, can provide for
improved interoperability among flavors of Unix.

As noted above, we received 2 ALPHA seed units from DEC for testing. One of

these units is a temporary server for a VMS/ALPHA cluster. The other unit is
running OSF-1. OSF is an open version of Unix. The functionality of Open Soft-

ware (such as OSF-1) is agreed upon by members of an organization designated to

develop specifications for the software (in this case, members of OSF). The organi-
zation (e.g., OSF) then provides a base implementation of the software (i.e., OSF
actually delivers code to a vendor such as DEC). The vendor (DEC) is responsible

High Energy Physics Computer Facility
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for tailoring the software for particular hardware. DEC is one of the first vendors
to provide an open Unix operating system on their hardware.

Our experience with OSF during 1993 has been positive, with some caveats. We
are pleased both with the performance and the Unix implementatic, n. It is however,
harder to migrate to OSF ALPHA than to VMS ALPHA. This difficulty is in part

due to Unix in general (and the differences in flavors of Unix) but is also due
to the fact that upward compatibility was a requirement fin the development of
VMS/ALPHA and not necessarily a requirement for the Unix counterpart. The

binary compatibility (and therefore the ability to move data files back and forth)
is less robust than with VMS (some formats work, others don't). In addition there
are 2 major compatibility concerns.

1. OSF is lacking features that we have been using on our existing clusters:
enhanced security and authenticated nameservice.

2. Applications that we are using on our existing Unix cluster are not yet avail-

able on OSF (e.g., CAD/CAM- IDEAS, AutoCAD)

The ALPHA seed unit has provided invaluable information required for planning our

Unix migration strategy. In 1994, we hope to purchase the OSF ALPItA and begin
to migrate our Unix applications to more powerful hardware and open software.

5.1.4 Unsupported Clusters

In 1993, we have expanded our network to include Unsupported workstation clus-

ters. In the past, we have completely isolated our Local Area Network (LAN) from
nodes that were not under our organizational control. The purpose of this restriction

was to ensure network reliability and uptime.

In 1993, the need for information exchange between our workstations and PCs (MS-

DOS and MAC), combined with a desire (by the Theory group) to obtain NeXT
computers, led us to implement a segmenled LAN; providing for the connection of

each unsupported cluster (i.e., groups of workstations not within our control) to a
separate segment of the network.

Each LAN segment is isolated from our supported LAN through a bridge or repeater.

The segment can be removed without interruption in LAN service to other nodes.
Although adding unsupported nodes without standardized hardware and software

to the network has potential reliability problems, we have reduced the possibility of
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extended downtime by designing the network with segments that can be removed
without downtime on the network.

Our main servers now provide services for these Unsupported Clusters. The PCs and

MACs can transfer files to and from our VMS and Unix Workstations. In addition,

VMS now provides print and file services for these PCs and MACs. Postscript files
created on a PC or MAC can be printed directly to a printer on the VMScluster,

and files can be shared among PCs, MACs, VMS and Unix workstations through
virtual disk on VMS. Our Unix server provides nameservice and routing for PC,
MAC and NeXT nodes.

5.1.5 SuHlnmry

In 1993, the Yale ttigh Energy Physics Computer Facility expanded networking ca-

pability to include unsupported nodes (PCs and NeXTs). We are now providing
networking services (nameservice, routing) to a wide variety of heterogeneous hard-
ware and operating systems, as well as providing a full range of distributed services

(print, file, mail, tape, etc.) and support for VMS and Unix nodes.

Also in 1993, the facility explored the capabilities of the DEC ALPIIA hardware

through two DEC provided seed units: one running VMS and one running OSF

(Unix). Tile DEC ALPHA provides a migration path for our existing clusters that
will allow us to integrate this new technology by gradually adding or upgrading

nodes in our existing environment.
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